Motor Vehicle Code Point Violations In The State of Michigan
MCLA §257.320a(1) – [Except Zero-Point Violations]
Effective January 4, 2018
6-Point Violations
Offense

Manslaughter,
negligent homicide, or
a felony resulting from
operation of motor
vehicle, ORV, or
snowmobile
----------------Moving violation in
school zone,
emergency zone, or
construction zone;
MCLA §257.601b(2)
or (3)
----------------Moving violation
involving death/injury
to person operating
farming equipment on
hwy; MCLA
§257.601c(1) or (2)
Moving violation
involving death/injury
to person other than
person operating
farming equipment on
hwy; MCLA
§257.601d
Failure to yield to
emergency vehicle,
resulting in death or
injury; MCLA
§257.653a(3) or (4)
----------------Drunk driving
offenses; MCLA
§257.625(1),(4),(5),
(7), (8)
----------------Operation of ORV
under the influence;
MCLA §324.81134
----------------Operation of
snowmobile under the
influence; MCLA
§324.82127
----------------Failing to stop and
disclose identity at
accident scene, when
required to by law;
MCLA §257.617a
----------------Reckless driving
MCLA §257.626
----------------Fleeing/eluding an
officer

5-Point
Violations
Speeding
through a
work zone,
more than
15mph over;
MCLA
§257.627(6)
----------------

4-Point Violations

3-Point Violations

Speeding other than
through a work zone,
by more than 15mph;
MCLA §257.627(9)
----------------Drunk driving
offenses; MCLA
§257.625(3) or (6),
including minor in
possession
----------------Operation of ORV
under the influence;
MCLA §324.81135
----------------Operation of
snowmobile under the
influence; MCLA
§324.82127
----------------Drag racing on public
highways; MCLA
§257.626a
----------------Failure to yield to
emergency vehicle;
MCLA 257.653a(2)
----------------Speeding through a
work zone, between
10-15mph over;
MCLA §257.627(6)
----------------A moving violation
resulting in an at-fault
collision with a
vehicle, a person, or
any other object

Careless driving in
violation of MCLA
§257.626b or a law
or ordinance
substantially
corresponding to
section 626b
----------------Speeding other
than through a
work zone, by
between 10-15mph
over
----------------Speeding other
than through a
work zone, by less
than 10mph;
MCLA
§257.627(6)
----------------Disobeying a
traffic signal or
stop sign; improper
passing
----------------Failure to stop for a
school bus;

2-Point
Violations
Speeding other
than through a
work zone, by 510mph over
----------------Open container;
MCLA
§257.624a
----------------Transport of open
container by
minor in
possession;
MCLA
§257.624b
----------------Violation of
graduated
licensing statute,
by young driver;
MCLA
§257.310e(4) or
(6)
----------------All other moving
violations re
operation of
motor vehicles,
reported under
this section;
including
tailgating
----------------Refusal by minor
(under 21) to
submit to PBT
required by cop;
MCLA
§257.625a
-----------------

Zero-Point Violations
THIS COLUMN IS
MCLA §257.320a(2)-(4)
----------------Speeding other than
through a work zone, by
1-5mph over
----------------Failure of young driver to
present graduated license
to cop; MCLA
§257.310e(14)
----------------Failure of any driver to
present license to cop;
MCLA §257.311
----------------Operation of commercial
motor vehicle while under
the influence, between .04
& .08 BAC; MCLA
§257.625m
----------------Extra riders on bicycles;
MCLA §257.658
----------------Violations of wide load
restrictions; MCLA
§257.717
----------------Violations of height
restrictions; MCLA
§257.719
----------------Violations of mobile home
towing restrictions;
MCLA §257.719a
----------------Violations of commercial
vehicle weight
restrictions; MCLA
§257.723
----------------Bond forefeitures
----------------Overweight loads,
defective equipment

Notes:
1.

Re: multiple convictions/responsibility determinations same incident – points entered for only one
offense, the highest point offense; MCLA §257.320a(5)

2.

Drivers accumulating 9 points may be called in for an interview by the Secretary of State; failure
to appear will result in 3 additional points being imposed; MCLA §257.320a(6)

3.

Violation of speed restrictions imposed during energy emergencies, can result in points; MCLA
§257.320a(7)

4.

Secretary of State SHALL enter 6 points for person whose license is suspended or denied, under
MCLA §257.625f (persons who refuse to submit to chemical blood tests, and then does not
request a hearing under MCLA §257.625e). However, if a conviction, or responsibility
determination results from underlying offense, these additional points will not be imposed; MCLA
§257.320a(8)

5.

MI drivers who commit violations in other states, and are convicted solely because they failed to
appear in the court hearing out of state, will have the violation put on their Michigan record, but
will not have points put on their MI record; MCLA §257.320a(9)

